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Setting the context

“The designer’s role is to support others to imagine difference... 

Engaged in democratic participatory design, we are not always 

designing directly towards an outcome; we are often designing 

opportunity for others’ participation. Or, perhaps, others’ 

participation may be seen as the intended outcome.” - Ann Light

Question: How can we engage alternative sources of knowledge, 

such as trauma, to make participatory futures work more inclusive? 



How does trauma show up in participatory processes?

Difficulty participating because they don’t feel 

valued or safe. 

Process ends up being not as accessible as it 

can be!



We look to Process Work

and Deep Democracy



How can Deep Democracy help us 

understand trauma?

2) Consider the impacts of High and Low Dreams

1) Watch for altered states

1) Continuously frame communication 

styles and issues for the group

3) Recognize and lean into hot spots

2) Identify and frame roles and ghost 

roles

Facilitator Tools:



So, why is this important?

“If we allow our visions and ideas of the future to remain 

dominated by a small unrepresentative group of global 

society then we risk continuing to create futures that the 

majority do not want. Finding our way through the morass 

of challenges and division that afflict us also requires new 

ways of harnessing collective values and inspiring 

collective action. It will require us to think differently. It is 

surely the time to create new platforms for public 

imagination.” - Kathy Peach



Thank you! Stay in touch

Samhita Misra - samisra@my.yorku.ca

Amy Hosotsuji - info@futuresnetwork.org

The Futures Network - www.futuresnetwork.org

Resources for you:

Amy and Arnold Mindell - www.aamindell.net

Deep Democracy Institute - www.deepdemocracyinstitute.org

Process Work Institute - www.processwork.edu

Julie Diamond - www.juliediamond.net

Anima Leadership - www.animaleadership.com
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